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There is no effective vaccine for Malaria, Dengue and Zika yet



Dengue Outbreaks , Kaohsiung City, Taiwan,  2003–2009

Dengue consists of four closely related but antigenically distinct viral serotypes (DEN1-4)
All four serotypes can cause the full spectrum of disease.

Taiwan CDC

Nature review of Microbiology 2010



There are limited drugs for Malaria, Dengue and Zika



Anopheles gambiae Anopheles funestus

The plasmodium parasite is spread by female Anopheles mosquitoes



Dengue is spread through the bite of the female mosquito (Aedes )



1950-1980

1981-2005

2006-2021

The traditional methods for mosquito control did not change too much in past decades



A typical mosquito treatment lasts about 30 days, but most less two weeks.



WHO: Failure of mosquito spraying to stop dengue raises questions 
for battle against Zika



Mosquito source reduction also cost huge labor and cost



The traditional mosquito control  works pretty much like the work of Sisyphus 

We need new tools for preventing vector borne diseases.
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Transgenic Oxitec

Two Major strategies for mosquito control : population suppression and population replacement 

SIT, or Oxitec male Wild Type



Gene drive 

Wolbachia infected mosquito 

Two Major strategies for mosquito control : population suppression and population replacement 

Wild Type Gene Drive or Wolbachia infected mosquito



Two Major Goals:

Effector genes for Malaria or Dengue Virus resistance

A driver gene for spreading the effector gene into
population
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The Idea of Gene drive for disease control
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Transgenic anopheline mosquitoes impaired in transmission of a malaria parasite
Nature  (2002)



The life cycle of the dengue virus

http://www.oxitec.com/

x



Yen, P.S., James, A.A., CHEN, C.-H., Failloux A.B., 2018. miRNA-based transgenic Aedes aegypti mosquitoes reduce 
the transmission of arboviruses from two distinct families. Nature communication Biology

Anti-DENV/CHIKV phenotype of transgenic AePUb>10miR and AeCPA>10miR 
mosquitoes suppress Dengue and CHIKV replication



Refectory design for Zika and four types of DENV

2018 PLOS Pathogen
2019 PNAS



Science. 2014:Vol. 345, Issue 6197, pp. 626-628

Gene Drive
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Medea drives population replacement in Drosophila

Science. 2007 Apr 27;316(5824):597-600.



Nat Commun. 2014 Jun 10;5:3977. 
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Spermatogenesis

Transgenic gfp111A-2 males that contained a modified intron-encoded 

endonuclease_I-PpoI suppress wild-type mosquito caged populations
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1      We need new tools for preventing vector borne 
diseases. 

2      Gene drive once developed, there is less need for 
repeating re-release. It might mean less cost. 

3      Gene drive is more specific than other control 
methods. It only aims for specific species.  

Three take home messages 




